
 

 
Pledges for the Planet 2021 –  

May follow-up survey 
 
 
In February 2021, the DOP Green Team invited members of the Division to take 
part in the “Pledges for the Planet” initiative by completing an anonymous survey. 
In May our follow-up survey asked respondents to indicate which Pledges they had 
been doing before the February survey, which Pledges they had made in February 
2021 and were still doing since then, and encouraging them to take on new 
Pledges.  
 
Thirty-six people responded to the May survey; 60 had responded in February.  
 
The top Pledges respondents have been doing since February are slightly different 
from the top Pledges from respondents to the first survey. Feeding and watering 
plants with cooking water from vegetables and doing more online shopping from 
independent retailers were stable across both surveys. However, buying less 
harmful cleaning products and reducing dairy consumption were top continuing 
Pledges in May, whereas the top Pledges in February were: breaking the standby 
habit, attending a UCL green event, and checking for products that contain palm 
oil. 
 
The top new Pledges in May were similar to the February survey: attending a UCL 
Green event (13/36), and checking for products containing palm oil (12/36). May 
survey respondents also pledged to plan a sustainable holiday (12/36), help insects 
in their gardens (11/36), and sign environmental petitions (10/36).  
 
We will be running a final survey in the autumn to check how people are 
progressing, and will include a question to ask respondents which, if any, of the 
previous Pledge surveys they have completed. 
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Feed & Water my plants
with used cooking water

from vegetables

Buy less harmful cleaning
products or make my own

Do more online shopping
from independent retailers

Reduce my dairy
consumption

TOP 4 DoP Pledges continuing since February  

Four Pledges were jointly in 5th place, with four respondents for each: break the standby habit; plan a sustainable 
holiday; reuse and/or recycle unwanted items; refill my soap and shampoo bottles or use non packaged bars.
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Attend a Green/environmental event at UCL

Check for products that contain palm oil and reduce the
number I buy

Plan a sustainable holiday when we are able to travel again

Help out insects by giving them more places for shelter

Find and sign a public petition in environmental action & help
the bees

TOP 5 new May Pledges 
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reduce my meat consumption

stop eating meat

try one meat-free alternative I haven’t tried before

reduce my dairy consumption

stop consuming dairy

check for products that contain palm oil and reduce the
number I buy

make meal plans and corresponding shopping lists for the
week, and so reduce my food waste

shop locally whenever I can

order food via a local farm shop/box delivery scheme

Food & Drink

Have been doing this since before Feb 2021 Started doing this in Feb 2021 Pledged to start doing this now
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buy less harmful cleaning products or make my own

reduce the number of new things I buy (clothes, books,
toys, gadgets, etc.)

re-use or recycle my unwanted items (clothes, books, toys,
gadgets, etc.) via charity shops, recycling services and/or

creative projects

do more online shopping from independent suppliers not
corporations

air-dry my clothes where I can instead of using a tumble
dryer

feed and water my plants with used cooking water from
vegetables

Household

Have been doing this since before Feb 2021 Started doing this in Feb 2021 Pledged to start doing this now
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break the standby habit and reduce the number of
appliances I leave on

reduce my heating by 1 or 2 degrees

change my electricity provider to one providing 100%
renewable energy

Utilities

Have been doing this since before Feb 2021 Started doing this in Feb 2021 Pledged to start doing this now
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Refill my soap and shampoo bottles, or use non-packaged
bars

Use a more sustainable (e.g. bamboo) toothbrush

Buy food in non-plastic or refillable containers

Use a reusable coffee cup instead of single-use takeaway
cups

Reduce the number of takeaways or packaged lunches I buy

Plastic 
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Find and sign a public petition on environmental action

Attend a Green/environmental event at UCL

Join an environmental action group or organisation

Green my money by using a bank that does not invest in fossil
fuels

Use reusable/washable face masks instead of disposable ones
wherever possible

Social Action
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walk, cycle or use public transport rather than a car for at
least one regular activity

plan a sustainable holiday when we are able to travel again
(e.g. train travel instead of flights, offsetting flights where

unavoidable, booking tours with sustainable travel providers,
staying in eco-friendly accomodation)

Travel

Have been doing this since before Feb 2021 Started doing this in Feb 2021 Pledged to start doing this now
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Help out insects by giving them more places for shelter and food

Help the bees by planting more nectar-rich plants such as
geraniums, lavender, and salvia/sage in my garden

Compost my food waste

Garden


